
TIPS SHEET - FRANCE MEETING FRIDAY, 13 MAY 2022

RACE 1 7:40 PM  |  $19,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  1400m
 	 2	 ALBA POWER Solid effort last start, beaten 2.00 lengths into second over 1400m. Among the 

chances.

 	 5	 DUFOUR (GER) Chances will improve on a wet track.

 	 7	 PRAXEOLOGY (IRE) First up from a break after 73 days and may need the run.

 	 9	 SALAR ISLAND (ITY) Average effort last start when 8th from 11 runners and beaten 4.75 lengths over 
1500m. Expect to improve here.

 	 8	 WHELANS WAY (IRE) Has the apprentice jockey claims.

RACE 2 8:15 PM  |  $24,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  1200m
 	 9	 POUP’S (FR) Track specialist who will run well.

 	 3	 WARRIOR’S REVENGE Recorded the fastest time over this distance.

 	 5	 HAYAMI (FR) Good second in a claimer here a fortnight ago. Claims on stable debut. 

 	10	 SAGGEZZA (FR) Showed ability when sixth in a Chantilly newcomers event. Not ruled out.

 	 2	 SALAZAR (FR) Unraced colt by Charm Spirit (ire) out of Sorceries (uk).

RACE 3 8:50 PM  |  $28,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  1500m
 	 7	 NEVER DIES (FR) Sent off favourite when sixth at Longchamp latest. Worth another chance with some 

classy form prior.

 	 3	 ETATIQUE (FR) Two fair efforts in Class One conditions races on turf this season. Claims on ratings.

 	 1	 PRETEXTE (FR) Winner of last two starts and is a big chance to make it 3 in a row.

 	 5	 JOHEN (FR) Ultra consistent galloper and who can play a part in the finish.

 	 2	 TERRITORYWAR (FR) Great horse and jockey partnership, expect a good showing.

RACE 4 9:25 PM  |  $28,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  1500m
 	 4	 LIFE IN MOTION (IRE) May strip fitter and could prove a different proposition down in trip. 

 	 1	 SPANISH INTENT Created a good impression when making all by 2.5L on debut here. Interesting.

 	 5	 NANO NAGLE (IRE) Close third in a Class One conditions race at Longchamp second-time out. Chance. 

 	 7	 GREGARINA (FR) Great record over this distance and will be in the finish.

 	 8	 ZANOTCHKA (FR) Average effort last start when 6th from 16 runners and beaten 4.38 lengths over 
1300m. Expect to improve here.

RACE 5 10:00 PM  |  $23,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  1600m
 	 2	 ETERNAL GOLD (IRE) Took out an AW handicap by 3L. Top claims with Maxime Guyon booked once 

more.

 	 1	 LE DUC Backed up a narrow maiden win with a fair Class Two conditions fifth. Chance.

 	 3	 LE NOYER (FR) Shaped better than the bare result when eighth at Longchamp latest. Unexposed 
and can go well. 

 	 8	 GREAT CHIEF (FR) Ultra consistent galloper and who can play a part in the finish.

 	 7	 RED CRAZY (FR) Drawn well and has the apprentice jockey claims. Will be handy.
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RACE 7 10:35 PM  |  $21,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  2000m
 	11	 IN PARADISE (FR) Yet to miss the frame in three outings over this trip and was a good third at Nancy 

latest. Major chance.

 	10	 IMPERIAL BEAUTY (FR) On a workable mark and was a good course and distance fourth four weeks ago.
Strong chance. 

 	 1	 HUNTBA (FR) Recorded a third win over this trip when scoring over course and distance latest. 
Chance.

 	 9	 AZAMHAN (FR) Certainly has the placed form to figure. Looks an each-way player. 

 	 3	 DEEP SEA (FR) Could find the frame if building on her handicap debut sixth.

RACE 6 10:17 PM  |  $15,000  |  MARSEILLE-BORELY  |  1200m
 	 4	 SAPIENS (FR) Demonstrated good form prior to a 7.5L fifth in a 1500m conditions race at Pont-de-

Vivaux. Top chance.

 	 3	 MIAMI BEET (FR) Good 3.5L second in a 1600m handicap at Saint-Cloud last month. Leading con-
tender.

 	 7	 ELEVEN O TWO Managed a 2.5L second in a 1200m conditions event at Nimes. Shortlist returning to 
a handicap. 

 	 6	 MUTUAL (FR) Noted with all six previous wins and places coming on turf. 

 	 1	 DEGRISEMENT Winner of last two starts and is a big chance to make it 3 in a row.


